opera house, shake hands cordially with Mr. Balanchine, and get to work starting an American ballet'. 12 Kirstein did not welcome the suggestion and dashed off a long letter to the editor pointing out the critic's 'antipathy to the form of ballet' and attacking his 'chauvinist construction' of the word 'American'.13 However, in less than a year, Kirstein had experienced a change of heart and founded Ballet Caravan. What prompted this is unknown, although Balanchine 's new Broadway career may have played a role in the decision.14 According to the official statement, duly relayed by Martin to readers of his Sunday column, 'Ballet Caravan is neither a secession from nor a part of the American Ballet, but a collective arrangement of its members, enjoying the good wishes of the directors of the American ballet itself'.15 With Ballet Caravan, Kirstein set out create a ballet company with something of the physiognomy of a modern dance group. Initially the new company had only twelve dancers and was thus closer in size to a modern dance 'group' than a full-fledged ballet company. Dancers were listed alphabetically, rather than by rank, and all the choreography was by the dancers -the case of many left-wing troupes, which sought to develop their own choreographers from within the group. The emphasis, as Water Terry remarked in his review of the company's Bennington debut, was 'on dance and performance; not on elaborate lighting effects and multi-colored settings',16 a spartan approach more typical of modern dance than ballet. The thrust of the new company was American; its goal to develop 'a new repertory by native choreographers, musicians, and designers working with national themes' (as Kirstein wrote) as well as new audiences.17 At first our ideas were disjointed and vague', recalled Caravan member Ruthanna Boris, but gradually they connected themselves and emerged as a beautiful, possible dream -a dream of American ballet dancers dancing America! . . . When Bennington applauded us we felt more than ever that we were headed in the right direction, for there our audience was composed of young dancers who, though their technique was different, had been doing for a long time what we were beginning to do.18
The company played in movie houses as well as civic auditoriums, reconverted barns, and assembly halls. Frances Hawkins, who booked the company's cross-country tours, made a point of tapping college audiences -the same audiences that Martha Graham and other moderns were courting at the same time. In fact, from the start, Ballet Caravan targeted the influential audience that had crystallised for modern dance since the early 1930s. A key figure in navigating this modern dance world was Martha Graham. Just when she and Kirstein met is unclear, although a likely guess is 1935, when he began to exempt her from his blanket condemnation of modern dance, expressing admiration for 'her personal integrity, her persistence, her success, and her talent for composition'.21 When they did finally meet, 'he became addicted'.22 He took to hanging out at her studio; they wrote to one another, exchanging ideas as well as letters, although only Graham's seem to have survived. According to her biographer Agnes de Mille, he never gave her a penny. But he was around, 'counseling and criticizing, writing, praising, and courting'.23 His influence on Graham was palpable in the theatricality of her productions in the late 1930s, in the new emphasis on subject matter and a powerful sense of the contemporary, as exemplified by works such as Immediate Tragedy, inspired by the terrifying events in Spain.24 'What is known as "modern" dance, or contemporary dance,' she wrote to him around 1937, can be the means of cleansing the eye and of freeing the body. It fails when it becomes only 'modern', when it makes a fetish of the colloquial, the immediate, and seeks to exist without structure, without the anatomy that is timeless. If it is pure it must dramatise its purity to be seen. The purpose of the tour, as summarised by Kirstein in one of many reports and drafts of reports sent to Rockefeller's office, was to 'further the lyric arts in 
